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Preethi Shankar, presently a disciple of Dr. Lakshmi Ramaswamy presented a solo
Bharatanatyam recital last week after exactly a decade. She took up a challenging, fast
paced varnam on Rama, penned by Panayam Sitarama Sharma and delivered it with
confidence.

Her involved abhinaya in Meera Bhajan where she drew a
parallel between Krishna and Narasimha in Bhakt karanaroopa
narahari’ was a completely new way of depicting the lyrics.
But what we generally don’t see in a recital is a ‘pallu’. Lakshmi
Ramaswamy chose the verses from Mukkoodar Pallu. Dipped
in humour and wit, at the same time hovering with an underlying
philosophy of reason,the piece was depicted by two wives
who argue on the greatness of Vishnu and Shiva. A first time
attempt by the dancer, we can expect the piece to take off
better the next time she performs.

With such practice in continuum, she would surely stand as
an inspiration to many young women to
restart their dance. Choreographies
presented that day, except for the Thillana
in Hamsanandi (a hallmark of Padmashri
Chitra Visweswaran) were from the
repertoire of Dr. Lakshmi Ramaswamy.

Her dance can surely be called as
colourful as her beginning – a
pancavarna kavuthuvam on Shiva,
penned by Dr. S. Raghuraman.
Metaphorically one can relate to gold
(jata) with the dancer’s shimmering
determination; white (ash) the colour of
her costume; red (colour of his body) with
her brevity of handling fast jathis; black
(poison in his neck) with her strength of

a comebackand green (parvati’s other half) because the recital was
fresh and neat.

A good comeback!
JAGYASENI CHATTERJEE
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Dr. Divyatha Arun, disciple
of Guru K J Sarasa

Ramya Venkataraman,
disciple of Guru Dr. Padma

Subrahmanyam

Rukshikaa Elankumaran,
disciple of Guru Meena
Elankumaran Students of

Kaladiksha,
disciples of Guru

Meenaskshi
Chitharanjan

Madhumitaa
Prabhakaran,
disciple of
N.S. Aarthi
Madhumita

Kshiraja, Disciple of
Guru Srekala Bharath

Nithyasri, disciple of
Guru Lalitha Ganapathy
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Sarika Kannan and Sneha Baskaran, disciples of Sri. Shanmuga
Sundaram presented a Bharatanatyam duet beginning with a
TisramAlarippu.

Kunitha Puruvamum, a popular Tevaram on Nataraja was
presented as a Natesa Kavuthuvamin Hamsadwani ragam. If
Sneha worksmore on her energy,the choreography on the lord
of dancewould become more vibrant and enterprising.

The Lalgudi Jayaraman Charukesi Varnamwas taken as the
central piece that followed a pattern of two consecutive jathis
before a sanchari. The choreography of the Andal storywas
neatly portrayed by the dancers.Small and crisp sancaris with
episodes of Krishna like Krishna stealing the clothes of the
gopikas, even though well-known took off as dramatic
segments in the choreography.

A Keerthanam on Lord Muruga in Brindhavana Saranga ragam
composed by Sri Periyasami Thooran was performed by Sarika
thereafter.It was a good and sincere attempt by the dancer.

The recitalconcluded with a Thillanacomposed by Sri.
Dhandayudhabani Pillai in ragam Hindolam and was performed
as a duet.Sudharma Vaidhyanathan (nattuvangam), Binu
(vocal), Dhananjan (mridangam), Sigamani (violin) was a good
orchestra support to the dancers. But there was something
missing in the evening’s recital that left the critic wonder –
“what exactly is the take back?”

Bharatanatyam Duet by
Sarika and Sneha

Dr. Radha Krishnan & Arabhi Krishnan

LALITHA NARASIMHAN
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3-2-2020 (Monday)
5.30 pm  Bharathanatyam N. V. Harshida & V. Varshita
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Shivanee Kumar
4-2-2020 (Tuesday)
5.30 pm Bharatanatyam Guru Ramya Vikram, Smrithi Vikram

and Anagha. K
7.00 pm Bharatanatyam Rajadarshini Saravanan
5-2-2020 (Wednesday)
5.30 pm  Bharatanatyam Students of Kaladiksha
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Rajalakshmi Baskaran
6-2-2020 (Thursday)
5.30 pm  Bharatanatyam Vinishya Dharmendra
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam M. Harishree
7-2-2020 (Friday)
5.30 pm  Bharatanatyam S.S. Vishwa Shree
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Devaprayaga
8-2-2020 (Saturday)
4.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Vinaya Dhanasekar, V. Krishna Laasya

& Hitanshi Midha
5.30 pm  Bharatanatyam Varsha Chandrasekar
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Jagyaseni Chatterjee
9-2-2020 (Sunday)
2.30 pm  Bharatanatyam Swetha Rajan
4.00 pm  Bharatanatyam P.N. Sowmya Laxmi
5.30 pm  Bharatanatyam Anvitha Mohankumar
7.00 pm  Bharatanatyam Students of Kaladiksha
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Unique compositions in rare
talam
Asvika M.A, student of Sri.Madurai R.Muralidharan and Smt.Chithra Muralidharan,
presented a solo margam for the Annual Bharat Nritya Utsav organized by Parthasarathy

Swami Sabha.

The recital commenced with a Pushpanjali set to Rasikapriya
Ragam. A composition of Madurai R.Muralidharan, it was set
to a rare talam - Misra Ata. Interestingly, the Pada Varnam was
also set in the same talam tuned to Panthuvarali ragam. It was
based on Ramayana where episodes from the epic were
portrayed with apt abhinaya and neat hastas.

The Jaya Maruthi Kavuthuvam that sang praises of Lord
Hanuman was an unusual blend of complex jathis and fast
paced lyrics making it a challenging composition for a dancer
and Asvika proved that she has internalized the choreography
quite well.

The second half of the recital was devoted to goddess Parvati.
But such a melodic composition like Tripura Sundari set to
Ahir Bhairavi ragam and Misra Chapu Talam, definitely needed

AMRUTHA SRIRAM

little more care and
grace by the dancer.

Looking at her
concluding piece,
the thillana, one can
definitely applaud
the sincere attempt
ofthe young

dancerto make use of a good platform
during the Margazhi season.

Riha Giri,
disciple of Guru
Dr. Vijay
Madhavan

Mruthula,
disciple of Guru

Lalitha
Ganapathy

Vanshika,
disciple of Guru
Lalitha
Ganapathy


